Call for papers: MSc/PhD/YP Poster and Demo Session

Am I concerned?

MSc/PhD/YP Poster and Demo Session provides an environment for early-career-stage researchers to present their work, learn about other research activities in the area of circuits and systems, interact with peers and receive feedback from the internationally renowned audience of researchers, developers and industrials. The topics of interest of this session are the same as those of the main IEEE ICECS 2018 conference. To encourage interaction between the participants of this session and established researchers from academia and industry, the session will be organised as a mixed poster and demo session. MSc and PhD students as well as young professionals who recently completed their PhD projects can participate to this session by submitting a short paper.

A demo is a demonstration of a working physical system/device emphasizing a result of an innovative study or highlighting an interesting and promising concept. Examples of possible demonstrations include (but not limited to) robots, smart sensors, energy harvesting/remote powering systems, image/video processing, etc.

Submit my short paper

The organisers of MSc/PhD/YP Poster and Demo Session invite prospective participants to submit a two-page paper in standard IEEE double-column format outlining the background of the proposal, original key idea or hypothesis of the study, research that has been carried out so far, discussion of the results and/or expected contribution. In case of demonstration, its description and its duration need to be included in the paper.

You may participate in the sessions with both a demo and a poster. The accepted papers will appear on the IEEE Xplore. They should use the IEEE conference template (MS Word or LaTeX) to prepare their papers. Only electronic submissions on ICECS 2018 Poster track will be accepted. The organizers of MSc/PhD/YP Poster and Demo Session will also accept applications of demo proposal form of submitted regular papers to the main conference. If a demonstration requires special arrangements or equipment, please explain all details in a separate demo proposal form which contains paper title, authors names and affiliations, abstract, required space for the demo, equipment which is provided by the authors, equipment and/or facilities which should be provided by the conference organizers, etc.. Please limit the required equipment to very basic stufs as organisers cannot guarantee the availability of any requested equipment, but all requests will be studied. The organizers of MSc/PhD/YP Poster and Demo Session will select and award the best posters and demonstrations.